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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

The shortage of skilled chefs in the UK has been well documented, and is consistently 

at or near the top of the strategic issues articulated by the industry in Scotland and 

elsewhere. This research set out to explore some of the challenges around attracting, 

training and retaining chefs in Scotland. The project objectives were to: 

 

 Review existing data to build up a profile of chefs in Scotland 

 Gather data from key stakeholders to better understand attraction, training and 

retention challenges 

 Deliver lessons for industry   

Profiling Chefs in Scotland 

 In 2018 there were 23,200 chefs in Scotland. 

 Chef numbers have increased by 2,300 since 2018. 

 Ten per cent of chefs in Scotland in 2018 were women, compared with 20 per 

cent in 2018.  

 Gender data should be treated with caution, as ‘chefs’ and ‘cooks’ divided into 

separate groups from 2010 in official statistics (i.e., now use UK SOC2010). 

Relative drop in female chefs therefore may reflect a re-classification issue. 

 51.9 per cent of chefs in the UK are under 35 years old. 

 94.4 per cent of chefs in Scotland are employed, 93.5 per cent are permanent 

employees, and 82 per cent work full-time ─ and all these figures are higher 

than their respective Scottish average. 

 Median salary for full-time chefs in Scotland is £21,710. 

 The mean chef gender pay gap in Scotland is 17 per cent, and the median 

gender pay gap is 13.5 per cent. 

 Professional cookery Modern Apprenticeship registrations in Scotland in the 

period 2015 to 2018 dropped from 650 to 580. However, further analysis is 

required as some apprentices register for Level 2 then Level 3 during their 

apprenticeship term. 
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 Profiling also included reviewing data on cooks but suggest that ‘chefs’ and 

‘cooks’ work in quite different jobs. Lower pay rates, high levels of part-time 

working and the fact that cooks are female-dominated suggests that that ‘cooks’ 

are more akin to ‘canteen cooks’. 

Stakeholder Views 

Qualitative interviews were undertaken with chefs, employers, training providers, 

students and industry representatives (n=24). All interviews were audio-recorded and 

transcribed. The research focused on chefs, in the ‘classical’ sense, and did not 

consider in detail the context of cooks or indeed production chefs. At the same time, 

our findings touch on broader skills and employment issues for the industry, linked to 

an increasing demand for production chefs. 

Attracting New Talent 

 Most chefs developed a ‘passion’ for cooking and were exposed to kitchen 

environments at a relatively young age. The positive influence of close family 

members at a young age was also evident.  

 Attracting more young people into the profession was clearly of growing 

concern. However, negative perceptions of the industry and job shape parental 

attitudes. School pupils perceived to be less ‘academic’ are reportedly ‘put into’ 

home economics departments. 

 Increasing numbers of older workers are entering the profession, looking for a 

‘second career’. 

 There is recognition that industry has been ‘woeful’ at attracting women. The 

gender balance is more even in colleges but the extent to which these numbers 

translate into more women moving into the profession requires further scrutiny. 

 The non-UK talent pool is shrinking as a consequence of Brexit and there are 

tighter controls on hiring workers from outside the EEA. 

 Brexit is likely to place further pressure on businesses in the context of the chef 

skills shortage. Longer-term overreliance on EU workers stems from negative 

perceptions of the industry and the job in the UK. There is a perception that 
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employers have drawn on the EU talent pool as the easy option rather than 

address underinvestment in training and the causes of retention problems. 

 The supply of EU talent is already beginning to dry up in anticipation of Brexit. 

Furthermore, tighter immigration controls is reducing supply from outside the 

EEA. As a result, businesses are being forced to re-think their labour strategies, 

including investing in training their current workforce. 

 It was suggested that a high profile re-branding campaign is needed which 

focuses on positive aspects of being a professional chef. 

 Focusing solely on supply-side talent pool issues does not address the reality 

of the demand side environment, nor consider how attractive this environment 

is to new potential entrants. 

 Attracting more young people requires understanding what they expect from 

work and a more radical re-think of the working environment. 

Changing Skills Demands 

 Industry inaction in the face of the enduring chef skill shortage was a source of 

frustration.  

 Some suggested that there is not necessarily a chef shortage problem but there 

are too many restaurants.  

 The chef skills shortage is most obvious in the middle range of the kitchen 

hierarchy and in more rural business establishments.  

 The skill sets, discretion and creativity that chefs are able to use at work vary 

markedly, shaped by the particular business model that an increasingly diverse 

group of operations adopt.  

 Senior chefs are subject to increasing scrutiny and budget constraints, with 

much greater emphasis placed on the ‘bottom line’. The ‘bottom line’ is typically 

linked to staffing numbers and training resources. 

 Focusing on the bottom line has led to changes in the organisation of work, 

such as buying in more pre-prepared food from external suppliers. However, 

this shift reduces the skill level required of chefs. 

 Some business models result in deskilling and standardisation, and there is a 

clear push towards more production, or ‘ping’, chefs. 
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 Not all businesses have adopted this model, and some are bucking the trend 

to revert to models that need chefs with ‘traditional’ technical skills. 

 Technological advancements can ‘make things easier’ for chefs but traditional 

skills need to continue to be developed. 

Working Conditions 

 Some chefs are earning a lot of money, especially those working in ‘high end’ 

kitchens. Chefs located further down the kitchen hierarchy earn considerably 

less. 

 Regardless of where they fit in the pecking order, chefs often have access to a 

broad range of company benefits. 

 A long working hours culture still exists in many kitchens. Some chefs are 

working excessive hours. Perpetuating this culture is an assumption that being 

a professional chef equates to putting in long hours.  

 Long working hours are a particular hindrance to women, and women returning 

to the profession after having children often work in positions below their skill 

level to get working time flexibility.  

 The industry needs to move away from the long hours culture to compete with 

other industries, and to meet the changing expectations of young entrants.  

 Although unpaid overtime has been the ‘norm’ in the industry, more businesses 

pay overtime. 

 There has been a discernible move away from split shifts in some, though not 

all, businesses. 

 Some kitchens are still not giving staff breaks and therefore not meeting their 

legal obligations. Other poor management practices make it difficult for chefs 

to plan their lives outside work. In one kitchen, negative aspects of working time 

arrangements are being addressed through ‘good’ human resource 

management (HRM) practices i.e., straight shifts, paid overtime, proper breaks, 

and undisrupted planned days off. 

 Remnants of past kitchen cultures surfaced, but these were perceived as 

unhelpful and not reflective of the situation in all kitchens.  
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 Chefs experience the highest levels of stress and burnout in the industry (Ariza-

Montes et al., 2018) but there is increased awareness of the negative impact of 

more brutalised kitchen cultures on mental health. 

Retaining Chefs 

 New chefs are not always prepared for the reality of the work.  

 TV programmes and the cult of the celebrity chef often fuel unrealistic 

expectations.  

 There was a view that young people are not as ‘resilient’ as they were in the 

past and are more likely to move on when the going gets tough.  

 Turnover tends to be the result of poor working conditions or chefs moving on 

to develop their careers.  

 Chefs seem to be tied more to their profession than any particular business 

operation, and there is a shared expectation that they should move on, if 

necessary, to advance their career. 

 There was concern that chefs with very little experience are jumping into agency 

work before they have mastered their craft. 

 Some businesses are working harder to retain staff because the chef shortage 

means that it is easier for chefs to move on. 

Training and Development 

 Apprenticeships numbers are falling. 

 Smaller operations are more reluctant to take on apprentices because of the 

time and ‘red tape’ involved, and those that do take on apprentices can 

experience problems organising or training assessors/verifiers.  

 The costs associated with the SVQs in Professional Cookery are relatively high, 

and SDS’s funding allocation to training providers has reportedly decreased ─ 

which has contributed to the overall decline in apprentices.  

 The decline in apprentice numbers was also attributed to business models that 

some companies have adopted, whereby there is a lower skill base 

requirement. Chefs here struggle to demonstrate they are competent across 
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the full range of skill areas. Plans to develop a ‘second tier’ of apprenticeships 

for these chefs are in progress.  

 Other business models necessitate ensuring apprentices develop the full range 

of skills to meet operational demands.  

 Businesses operate a range of apprenticeships, and apprenticeship-style 

training programmes. One three-year apprenticeship programme, for example, 

has been developed specifically for and by ‘high end’ hotels. 

 The quality of training and mentoring arrangements within the workplace seems 

to be uneven. In some businesses existing chefs do not always have the staff, 

skills or time to train apprentices. 

 Colleges have shifted from delivering off-the-job day release training for 

apprentices to full-time courses for full-time students.  

 The college talent pipeline does not translate into students moving into the 

industry. Some students choose other career paths, and some leave the 

industry because they are not always ready for the reality of working in a 

professional kitchen.  

 College students are not  ‘oven ready’, and businesses not always investing the 

time and effort needed into training and supporting college graduates to make 

the transition from full-time education to full-time work. 

 Some businesses are investing more in developing their existing workforce but 

there is a gap in training for leadership and management. 

Lessons for Industry 

The industry has not really been willing to address some of the underlying issues in 

the profession, and the same problems continue to resurface repeatedly over the 

years. There appears to be a temptation to attribute problems to others, to play a 

‘blame game’, rather than pursue a coordinated, collective approach that can tackle 

some of these problems. However, there was a clear desire to adopt a more ‘joined-

up’ strategy.  

Lessons: Attracting New Talent 

 Getting young people ‘hooked’ early is key, and there is a good deal of 

collaborative work taking place. 
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 Skill competitions, such as FutureChef, are a good way of highlighting culinary 

excellence, but only form part of what needs to be an unrelenting effort to attract 

more talent. 

 That the school ‘home economics’ department is still perceived as a suitable 

destination for less ‘able’ pupils or pupils unsure about their career choice 

needs to be addressed. There is the potential here for stakeholders to work 

together to challenge these perceptions, through re-labelling/re-branding, 

considering alternative/joint sites of delivery (e.g., in colleges, businesses) and 

indeed whether new subjects/qualifications are needed. 

 There is scope for the industry to link and add value to a range of existing youth 

initiatives, such The Young Food Entrepreneurs (YFE). 

 Employers seem to be in denial that the kitchen environment, culture and 

prevalent working conditions do little to entice young people to consider the 

industry. Businesses need to understand just what these expectations are and 

think much more creatively about how to best effect change in the workplace 

that derives ‘mutual benefits’. 

 Employee benefits or ‘perks’ are sometimes hidden and could be used in 

showcasing positive aspects of being a chef. Gathering information from 

businesses on the range of benefits they offer might be useful, and sharing a 

list of the range of ‘perks’ within the sector could encourage more employers to 

expand their own offer. 

 Just ten per cent of chefs in Scotland are women. Attracting and retaining more 

women requires individual and collective strategies that create environments in 

which women can flourish. 

 The impact of the shrinking non-UK talent pool requires ongoing monitoring.  

 The industry needs assess whether current funding arrangements, such as 

those attached to Modern Apprentices, are working to support the ‘second 

career’ pipeline. 

Lessons: Changing Skills Demands 

 It is important that chefs continue to develop traditional techniques through their 

training to ensure that these skills are available beyond the needs of specific 

employers in order to serve the needs of industry more generally.  
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 For the industry to remain internationally competitive, it is essential that 

Scotland does not lose its capacity for culinary innovation, something which 

high quality training can foster. 

 The industry has to deliberate on the challenge of attracting new talent into 

some chef jobs ─ jobs that require lower-level skills use in work, in highly 

standardised kitchen environments with little scope for discretion and creativity.  

 There are questions too about training routes into these jobs, such as whether 

training should be different or not, and why, and the implications for the industry 

and individuals working in these job roles.  

 People 1st estimate that in the UK around ‘61% of chefs are classical chefs and 

39% production chefs’ (People 1st, 2017b: 5). It will be important to monitor and 

chart trends in this split for Scotland. 

Lessons: Working Conditions 

 Many chefs regularly work in excess of 48 hours per week, and therefore more 

research needs to be undertaken to understand why so many chefs choose, or 

are ‘forced’, to ‘opt out’ of the Working Time Regulations and why so many 

businesses expect long hours as the ‘norm’.  

 The Working Time Regulations require that staff get a break during the working 

day, but the findings show that some chefs are not getting proper breaks. 

Industry employers should be encouraged to adhere to their legislative 

obligations.  

 More emphasis needs to be placed on showcasing what good HRM practice 

looks like in the context of the profession and industry. Good HRM should 

extend to effecting change in the kitchen culture. 

 Good HRM practice is increasingly underpinned by the principles of the ‘job 

quality’/’good work’/’fair work’ agenda (CIPD, 2018; HM Government, 2018; 

Scottish Government, 2019c). Strategies directed at improving chef job quality 

will enable the industry to address some of the challenges around attracting, 

training and retaining chefs, and improve productivity ─ and it is an approach 

that the industry more generally should consider promoting and adopting. 
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Lessons: Retaining Chefs 

 Given that chef turnover is often a response to poor working conditions, 

businesses need to think about how they can make chefs jobs better.  

 Strategies that are aimed at retaining younger chefs need to address the 

expectation-reality gap, and consider whether it is employers that are expecting 

too much, too soon from them. 

 There is much to learn from international initiatives focused on helping young 

people get in, and stay in, the industry. 

Lessons: Training and Development 

 The decline of apprenticeships should be of concern and there is a need to 

understand why businesses are not taking on apprentices, and what can be 

done to support them. 

 There is evidence of employer consortia working together to pool resources and 

deliver new apprenticeship variants that meet their businesses demands. That 

these arrangements fall outside current ‘standard’ Modern Apprenticeship 

frameworks suggests that businesses are not necessarily getting what they 

need from existing provision. Showcasing how businesses have worked 

together to develop new apprenticeships and apprentice-type arrangements 

would benefit the industry more generally ─ as would understanding the 

perceived gaps that these arrangements sought to fill, how these arrangements 

work in practice, and the outcomes for businesses and apprentices. There are 

clearly important lessons here that other potential consortia could draw on to 

meet their business operation needs. 

 There is a tendency to draw a binary distinction between apprenticeship routes 

and college routes. Hybrid-type model apprenticeship arrangements should be 

considered. Colleges can provide a ‘good grounding’ in basic skills and 

underpinning knowledge and businesses exposure to working, training and 

mentorship in a professional kitchen environment. One potential model might 

be undertaking the first full year of an apprenticeship at college and two further 

years with an employer. These types of arrangements could co-exist with 

current apprenticeship and apprenticeship-style arrangements (given that 
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some businesses have already developed programmes which suit their specific 

needs) and current college courses (given that not all college students intend 

to pursue a career as a professional chef). 

 Regardless of the particular approach to developing apprenticeships that work 

for all, there is a case that more flexible funding arrangements are needed in 

order to remove competing funding demands, and act as a catalyst for 

cooperation and innovation in this space. 

 There is also a need to ensure that chefs progressing into leadership and 

management roles are adequately prepared. Possessing high-level technical 

skills does not necessarily translate into effective leadership and management 

skills, yet these skills are critical and key to driving progressive cultural change 

in the kitchen and maintaining competitiveness. Employers in other sectors are 

using leadership & management apprenticeships for their existing staff to help 

fill this gap and overcome the problem of the ‘accidental manager’. 
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Introduction 

The shortage of skilled chefs in the UK has been well documented, and is consistently 

at or near the top of the strategic issues articulated by the industry in Scotland and 

elsewhere (e.g., Baum, 2002; Marchante et al., 2005; Pratten, 2003; Pratten and 

O’Leary, 2007; Scottish Government, 2019a; SDS, 2016; Solnet et al., 2014). The 

‘chef shortage crisis’ is becoming something of a headache for businesses, fuelled in 

no small way by stochastic demand, the structure of the hospitality industry and related 

labour market developments and training issues that render problematic its ability to 

attract, train and retain chefs (People 1st, 2017a, 2017b).  

 

The kitchen also presents real workplace challenges at organisational and cultural 

levels (e.g., Alexander et al., 2012; Bourdain et al., 2001; Cooper, 1997; Cooper et al., 

2017; Fine, 1996; Harris and Giuffre, 2015; Murray-Gibbons and Gibbons, 2007; 

Orido, 2017). There is an overall lack of training within businesses generally (Wellton 

et al., 2017). Furthermore, there is a decline in formal chef training participation 

through the college system and limited engagement with apprenticeships specifically 

─ despite widespread recognition that apprenticeships are an effective ‘tool to help 

recruit, retain and develop chefs’ (People 1st, 2017b: 43). The ageing workforce also 

poses business challenges (e.g., Loretto et al, 2017), as does the ever-shrinking pool 

of young people entering the labour market (People 1st 2017a). Compounding these 

challenges, the chef shortage headache may develop into a migraine given the 

industry’s dependence on migrant workers and the effects of political uncertainty 

(Brexit) on the recruitment and retention of chefs (KPMG, 2017; Scottish Government, 

2019a; SDS, 2016). Indeed, the Scottish Government (2019a: 17) has called for 

‘specialist chefs (5434)’ to be included in the UK’s Shortage of Occupation List (SOL). 

‘The chef shortage is a fundamental challenge 

for many hospitality businesses and is the 

highest profile symptom of the broader people-

related challenges facing the sector’       

(People 1st, 2017b: 3) 
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It is against this backdrop that our research set out to explore some of the challenges 

around attracting, training and retaining chefs in Scotland. People 1st has already 

produced an insightful report into the UK-wide chef skills shortage problem (People 

1st, 2017b), as has the Centre for London on the chef challenges in London (Bosetti 

and Washington-Ihieme, 2019), but it is important to provide a more nuanced 

understanding of Scottish-specific issues and developments. The main objectives of 

this research are to: 

 

 Review existing data to build up a profile of chefs in Scotland  

 Gather data from key stakeholders to better understand attraction, training and 

retention challenges 

 Deliver lessons for industry   

 

There are a good deal of publicly accessible macro-level available data but national 

and sub-national data at the level of individual occupations are scarce. The first section 

of this report therefore provides a general profile of chefs in Scotland based on our 

analysis of secondary administrative data (e.g., Annual Population Survey, (APS), 

Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, (ASHE), Modern Apprenticeships data). The 

second section presents the findings from our analysis of the stakeholder data, 

clustered around key themes. The final section outlines some of the lessons for 

industry, and suggests some points of action. Ultimately, we anticipate that this 

research report will add to a broader evidence base that feeds into and informs policy 

and practice that better caters for Scotland’s future chef skills needs.  

 

We would like to extend our thanks to all who participated in this research project. We 

guaranteed that no organisation nor individual would be identified in this report, but we 

wish to note for the record that we appreciate their openness, hospitality and 

thoughtfulness ─ you know who you are!  
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Profiling Chefs in Scotland 

There are just over 240,000 chefs working in the UK (243,400), 23,200 of whom are 

located in Scotland. The number of chefs working in Scotland has increased in recent 

years (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Number of Chefs Working in Scotland: 2012 to 2018 

 

Source: ONS (2019) APS - regional - employment by occupation (from NOMIS) 

 

However, it is important to bear in mind that how chefs are officially categorised in the 

UK’s Standard Occupational Classification system (SOC) has changed. Previously, 

‘chefs, cooks’ (5434) formed a single occupational group (in the SOC2000) but in 2010 

were separated out as two distinct occupational groups (in the SOC2010) i.e., ‘chefs’ 

(5434) and ‘cooks’ (5435) (see ONS, 2000, 2010). The distinction between chefs and 

cooks in the SOC2010 is as follows (see ONS, 2010: 181):   

  

Chefs Cooks 

Chefs plan menus and prepare, or 

oversee the preparation of food in hotels, 

restaurants, clubs, private households 

and other establishments. 

 

Cooks prepare, season and cook food, 

often using pre-prepared ingredients, in 
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That chefs and cooks now form discrete occupational groups is important because the 

SOC is used in the reporting of most UK official surveys that help us to understand 

labour market and employment trends. People 1st (2017b) propose that the distinction 

between 'chefs and cooks is not clear-cut and does not ‘directly reflect the distinction 

between “classical chefs” and “production chefs”, nor does it reflect the way in which 

the terms are used interchangeably in the sector’ (p. 4).1 It is for this reason that 

People 1st suggest that research on chefs should also include data on cooks. Figure 

2 therefore shows the number of cooks in Scotland over the same period. Notably, 

there has been decrease in the number of cooks ─ from 9,000 in 2012 to 7,000 in 

2018. It is interesting that the decrease in the number of cooks is very similar to the 

increase in the number of chefs, which begs the question as to whether the drop in 

the number of cooks and matched increase in the number of chefs reflects more of a 

re-classification issue. Longer-term monitoring of the data will be required to better 

understand trends in chef and cook workforce numbers. 

 

Figure 2: Number of Cooks Working in Scotland: 2012 to 2018 

 

Source: ONS (2019) APS - regional - employment by occupation (from NOMIS) 

                                                   
1 ‘The distinction between classical chefs and production chefs is important. The former require a broad 
range of skills to prepare and cook from scratch. The latter tend to work with pre-prepared food and 
need much more limited culinary skills’ (People 1st, 2017b: 5). 
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Gender Balance 

Despite an increase in the number of chefs in Scotland, the number of female chefs 

has fallen (see Figure 3). In 2012, for example, women accounted for just over 20 per 

cent of the chef workforce (n=4,000), which contrasts sharply with the situation in 2018 

when this figure dropped to just over ten per cent (n=2,300). The reasons for this 

recent decline are not clear and require further investigation but these figures help 

illustrate the growing underrepresentation of women in the occupation. 

 

Figure 3: Male and Female Chefs Working in Scotland: 2012 to 2018  

 

Source: ONS (2019) APS - regional - employment by occupation (from NOMIS) 

 

At the same time, there are fewer men than women working as cooks. Whilst the 

distinction between chefs and cooks may well not be clear-cut, there is a clear gender 

division between the two i.e., chef roles are male-dominated and cook roles are 

female-dominated. What is more, the number of cooks in Scotland has fallen in recent 

years but it is women that have borne the brunt of this reduction (see Figure 4).  

 

The relatively low proportion of women working as chefs and relatively high proportion 

of women working as cooks generally reflects the situation elsewhere in the UK. For 

chefs, as Figure 5 helps to illustrate, women are not only underrepresented but the 

gender gap is getting wider, not narrower, particularly in Scotland and Northern 

Ireland. It is only in England that women were better represented in 2018 than in 2012. 
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On the other hand, for cooks, the gender representation gap has narrowed ─ with the 

exception of Wales, where it has increased (see Figure 6). 

 

Figure 4: Male and Female Cooks Working in Scotland: 2012 to 2018 

 

Source: ONS (2019) APS - regional - employment by occupation (from NOMIS) 

 

Figure 5: Proportion of Female Chefs across the UK: 2012 and 2018 

 

Source: ONS (2019) APS - regional - employment by occupation (from NOMIS) 
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Figure 6: Proportion of Female Cooks across the UK: 2012 and 2018 

 

Source: ONS (2019) APS - regional - employment by occupation (from NOMIS) 

Age Profile 
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Figure 7: Age Profile of Chefs and Cooks in the UK in 2015 

 

Source: ONS (2017) APS - occupation and age bands  

Employment Type  

The vast majority of chefs and all cooks in Scotland are employees, and most have 

permanent employee status. Figure 8 helps to highlight that these figures are higher 

than the average for all Scottish occupations. Figure 9 illustrates the difference in part-

time working between chefs and cooks.  

 

Figure 8: Chefs and Cooks in Scotland: Employee and Permanent Status 

 

Source: ONS (2019) APS - regional - occupation by employment type (from NOMIS) 
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Figure 9: Chefs and Cooks in Scotland: Full-Time and Part-Time Working 

 

Source: ONS (2019) APS - regional - occupation by employment type (from NOMIS) 

 

Part-time working is relatively high for cooks; 37 per cent work part-time, which is much 

higher than the Scottish average of 27 per cent. A high proportion of chefs (82 per 

cent), on the other hand, work full-time. 

Earnings 

Data drawn from the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE) reveal that the 

median salary for full-time chefs in Scotland is £21,710, and for cooks it is £14,335. 

Part-time workers tend to earn less per hour than full-time workers, and there are also 

gender pay gaps. Table 1 shows that the gender pay gap generally favours men, other 

than for the mean hourly rate for cooks where women earn ten per cent more than 

men. 

 

Table 1: Chefs and Cooks in Scotland: Full-Time Gender Pay Gap 2018  
 

Mean Median  
Men Women Gap Men Women Gap 

Chefs £10.35 £8.59 17.0% £9.46 £8.17 13.5% 

Cooks £8.38 £9.30 -10.0% £9.46 £8.66 8.5% 
 

Source: ONS (2018) ASHE - work, region, occupation – hourly pay, excluding overtime 
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More generally, earnings data highlights that chefs and cooks tend to be paid below 

the Scottish average i.e., the full-time median hourly pay rate in Scotland is £14.70 for 

men and £13.86 for women.2  

Modern Apprenticeships 

Data on Modern Apprenticeships (MAs) do not necessarily do justice to the full range 

of training available but give a useful signal of developments in initial training, and 

engagement with apprenticeship provision. Figure 10 presents data on professional 

cookery MA registrations in Scotland in the period 2015 to 2018, and shows a decline 

in numbers. Drilling down to examine this data by SVQ Level reveals that this decline 

is primarily the consequence of a reduction in SVQ Level 3 registrations over the 

period (see Figure 11). However, it is important to bear in mind that most apprentices 

are registered for an SVQ Level 2 in the first instance, and, once complete, are typically 

registered again for the SVQ Level 3. More detailed data are therefore required to 

make meaningful inferences here (e.g., the number of apprentices registered for 

Levels 2 and then Level 3 in this period, for Level 2 or Level 3 only, etc.). It will also 

be important to identify age, gender and geographical data patterns.  

 

Figure 10: Professional Cookery Registrations in Scotland 2015 to 2019 

 

Source: Data provided by People 1st 

 

                                                   
2 Source: NOMIS, ONS annual survey of hours and earnings - workplace analysis - Regional and 
National profile for Scotland.  
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Figure 11: Professional Registrations in Scotland 2015 to 2019 by SVQ Level 

 

Source: Data provided by People 1st 

Key Message from the Profiling 

There tends to be a good deal of industry-level data available but national and sub-

national data at the level of individual occupations is scarce. What our profiling of chefs 

in Scotland does here is to point to some, although certainly not all, key issues and 

trends. Notably, the number of chefs working in Scotland has increased in recent 

years. The vast majority of chefs work full-time and are permanent employees. 

However, earnings are below the Scottish average.  

 

Despite the suggestion that the distinction between chefs and cooks does not reflect 

the distinction between ‘classical chefs’ and ‘production chefs’ (People 1st, 2017b: 4), 

the data signals that ‘chefs’ and ‘cooks’ work in quite different jobs. Lower pay rates, 

high levels of part-time working and the fact that women dominate suggests that that 

‘cooks’ are more akin to ‘canteen cooks’. Given that the focus of our research is on 

chefs, in the ‘classical’ sense, our fieldwork did not consider in detail in the context of 

cooks or indeed production chefs. At the same time, our findings touch on broader 

skills and employment issues for the industry, linked to an increasing demand for 

production chefs ─ much as Bosetti and Washington-Ihieme (2019) highlight in their 

study of ‘classical’ chefs in London. Indeed, People 1st suggest that an immediate 
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concern for the industry is the need to ‘distinguish between the different career 

pathways of classical and production chefs’ (People 1st, 2017b: 10). 
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Stakeholder Views 

We interviewed a number of people who were able to shed light on some of the 

challenges of attracting, training and retaining chefs in Scotland. Stakeholders 

included chefs, employers, training providers, students and industry representatives 

(n=24). Interviews were recorded and transcribed, and our analysis of the transcripts 

is presented around the broad themes that emerged. 

 

Table 2 shows an abridged version of the typical hierarchy in kitchen. This hierarchy 

is largely attributed to the influence of Escoffier, and was, historically, organised 

around the French Brigade system, or Brigade de cuisine (Alexander et al., 2012; 

Bamsey, 2017) ─ although this hierarchy has become much simplified in recent years.  

 

Table 2: The Kitchen Hierarchy  

Title Description of Role 

Executive Chef       

 

Only the largest operations have executive chefs, and it is primarily a 

management role. Often work across business sites. 

Head Chef               
Generally controls the whole kitchen e.g., staff, costs, deals with 

suppliers, creates the menus. Tends to do very little cooking. 

Sous Chef             

Second in command. Literally means ‘under chef’. Overlaps with the 

head chef’s role but tends to be more hands on. Can precede the title 

to further specify hierarchy; executive, junior or senior. 

Chef de Partie  
Responsible for running a specific section of the kitchen. In some larger 

kitchens each station chef may well have several assistants. 

Commis Chef 
Junior member of staff. Works under a chef de partie. Often recently 

completed, or are still undertaking, formal culinary training 

Kitchen Porter       

Less likely to have formal culinary training. Tasks include basic food 

prep such as washing salad and peeling potatoes, in addition to 

cleaning duties. 

Dishwasher             Responsible for washing dishes and cutlery.  

Source: Adapted from Bamsey (2017) Kitchen Hierarchy - The Different Chef Titles Explained 
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Attracting New Talent 

It is important to understand what attracts people to become chefs, the changing talent 

pool, as well as some of the challenges around perceptions about the profession. The 

focus on attracting talent tends to be supply-side issues rather than the need to create 

the right environment that will attract more workers. A shift in focus from supply-side 

to demand-side considerations is especially important given that the youth and non-

UK talent pool is shrinking.  

Getting ‘Hooked’ Early 

Most chefs developed a ‘passion’ for cooking and were exposed to kitchen 

environments at a relatively young age:  

 

I've been involved in food and drink all my life, from about the age of 12, 13 ... 

So for me it's been a lifelong dream and a passion ... I love being a chef and I 

will always be a chef until they put me in my box in the ground. (Training 

Provider) 

 

I think I was 12 or 13 when I got my first job. I was paid £1.20 for washing pots 

and pans, and I just caught the buzz I suppose. (Executive Chef) 

 

The positive influence of close family members at a young age was evident too: 

 

I always liked cooking with my grandmother when I was younger. She'd let me 

stir the pot or something, and I think it just developed there. (Commis Chef) 

 

My gran was a good cook, and so I wanted to become a chef … My mum worked 

in a hotel, so I got to see hotels and I got in to the kitchen now and again, helping 

the chef peel his vegetables, and used to smell all the stockpots and all that. 

(Executive Chef) 
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Youth Talent Pool 

Attracting more young people into the profession was clearly of growing concern, not 

least because of the declining numbers of young people in Scotland: 

 

We need to encourage a new generation of people to come into the industry …  

In Scotland we’re working against a declining young population therefore the 

competition for attracting those young people into the industry is tougher than 

it probably has been at any point in the last 20 to 30 years. (Industry 

Representative) 

 

Once again, a recurring theme was the important role parents play in supporting young 

people’s career choices: 

 

My mum’s always been like if you feel passionate about it go and do it … she’s 

always been supportive. (College Student) 

 

However, negative perceptions of the industry and job can shape parental attitudes: 

 

The industry is not seen as a skilled industry, which is so wrong, but that’s the 

view of most parents. (Training Provider) 

 

They [my parents] basically just told me what I think I would feel confident in. 

It’s more cooking because I know that I’m not that smart with science. (College 

Student) 

 

School pupils who are perceived to be less ‘academic’ or unsure about their career 

choice are reportedly ‘put into’ home economics departments: 

 

They get put into home economics. It’s like a dumping area. And that’s what 

some of the teachers tell you. It’s like we’ll put all the pupils who aren’t 

academic, or don’t know what they want to do, we’ll put them in there. (Executive 

Chef). 
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Changing Talent Pool 

The industry recruits new chefs beyond the youth talent pool. Increasing numbers of 

older workers are entering the profession, looking for a career change: 

 

We’re getting a lot more people later on in life, you know sometimes in their 40s, 

50s, sometimes in their 30s, that have done something for ten years, 20 years, 

and want a career change. So it's not now just about the school leavers, it's 

more varied, it's a more varied demographic. (Industry Representative) 

 

There’s a lot of people coming later. Things like MasterChef and that make 

people think, okay this chap’s a graphic designer but he likes cooking so he’s 

wanting to come into it ... It is an industry that people, when they’re older, want 

to get into it. (Executive Chef) 

 

Attracting more women into the industry will also ensure that the talent net is cast as 

widely as possible. However, the profession is ‘woeful in getting the gender balance 

right’ (Industry Representative). Although the profiling data suggests there were fewer, 

not more, female chefs in Scotland in 2018 than in 2012, some stakeholders 

suggested that the gender balance is improving, most notably in colleges. The extent 

to which these numbers translate into more women moving into the profession to 

reverse the growing gender imbalance requires further scrutiny ─ as this talent pool 

will become increasingly important given shrinkage elsewhere. Indeed, the potential 

talent pool is likely to shrink in other areas because of anticipated repercussions of 

Brexit and tighter controls on hiring staff from outside the European Economic Area.  

Brexit and the EU and Non-EU Talent Pool  

The proportion of non-UK nationals working in Scotland in 2018 was 7.5 per cent (5.4 

per cent EU nationals and 2.1 per cent non-EU nationals (Scottish Government, 

2019b: 2). The sector generally employs a higher proportion non-UK workers than any 

other sector in the UK (Winterbotham et al., 2018: 32), and just under 18 per cent of 

workers in the ‘food preparation and hospitality trades’ in Scotland are EU nationals 
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(Scottish Government, 2019b: 27).3 The potential move away from the free movement 

of labour within the EU poses challenges for the hospitality industry generally, and in 

relation to the availability of appropriately skilled chefs specifically. There is an 

expectation that Brexit will serve to exacerbate the existing chef skills shortage 

problem. 

 

‘The [chef] skills shortage has been well documented and 

is only expected to worsen post-Brexit’, Ian Pirrie, 

Edinburgh School of Food and Wine                              

(quoted by Bradley in The Scotsman, 2019) 

 

Some stakeholders suggested that a shrinking non-UK talent pool is unlikely to have 

any significant impact on their business. However, there was a view by many that there 

has been a longer-term overreliance on EU workers, and the fallout from Brexit should 

be of concern. This overreliance reportedly stems from negative perceptions of the 

industry and the job in the UK. Brexit is therefore likely put further pressure on 

businesses in the context of a chef skills shortage: 

 

With Brexit, that puts a whole other level of pressure and maybe that will be the 

impetus to really crack it [the chef shortage problem], because if we lose 

European labour in big numbers, have we got the workforce that we need in 

Scotland? No, we don’t. And I know a lot of hospitality businesses, a very high 

percentage of them, their workforce is European. (Industry Representative) 

 

Whether we like it or not we have relied on a migrant workforce, and it's kind of 

hidden the problem. And with Brexit happening the chances are we’re not gonna 

have a migrant workforce. We’ve got to rely on a UK workforce, it's just gonna 

make it even worse … it's all coming back to the image, the way people perceive 

working in hospitality, or working as a chef. (Training Provider) 

 

                                                   
3 Note: this is a broad occupational grouping that includes chefs, cooks, bar managers, butchers, 
bakers and flour confectioners, fishmongers and poultry dressers.  
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One stakeholder suggested that employers have been ‘lazy’ in that they have drawn 

on the EU talent pool as the easy option to ensure a steady supply of labour rather 

than address underinvestment in training and the causes of retention problems. The 

supply of EU talent is already beginning to dry up in anticipation of Brexit. As a result, 

businesses are forced to re-think their labour strategies, including investing in training 

their current workforce: 

 

Employer laziness, you know … the influx of migrant workers that we’ve seen 

over the last 10-15 years has actually made it very easy for employers to find 

people … And it’s interesting now because we’re seeing the pressures that 

Brexit is bringing. Because we’re not seeing as many migrant workers coming 

over for the fear of what may happen. We’re seeing people who are working in 

the industry going home because of the fear of what’s happening … And it’s 

making employers sit back … ‘Maybe I do need to think a little bit more 

creatively’ … ‘Maybe I need to look a bit more in terms of my existing workforce, 

and what more can I do to train them’. And we are certainly seeing an uplift in a 

lot more in-house training being undertaken. (Industry Representative) 

 

Furthermore, the ‘restrictive nature of the current points-based system for recruiting 

staff from outside the European Economic Area highlights the potential challenges, 

given that so few chefs have entered since its introduction’ (People 1st, 2017b: 9). 

Indeed, the Scottish Government has called for ‘specialist chefs (5434)’ to be included 

in the Shortage of Occupations (SOL) list (Scottish Government, 2019a: 17). One 

executive chef highlighted that there are a number of students from ‘Asian countries’ 

working as chefs in Scotland but these students face increasingly ‘heavy fees’ and ‘a 

lot of visa requirements’. Whilst there has been much focus on the shrinking EU talent 

pool, there is a need to explore in more detail what is happening with the non-EU talent 

pool. Publicly available data at the level of occupation and nationality for Scotland 

tends to be scarce because the numbers are so small. However, what data are 

available suggests that the non-EU talent pool is shrinking faster than the EU talent 

pool. Between 2017 and 2018 the number of EU nationals working in Scotland fell 

from 153,000 to 141,000 (a drop 7.8 per cent) and the number of non-EU nationals fell 

from 67,000 to 57,000 (a drop of 17.5 per cent) (Scottish Government, 2019b: 2).  
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We Recruit ‘Attitude’4 

Recruiters, who are often experienced chefs, want new starts who have the right 

‘attitude’. Having the right ‘attitude’ is seen to trump having the right skills because 

skills can be taught and developed but ‘attitudes’ and indeed ‘passion’ cannot. Some 

recruiters quickly get a sense of whether candidates have what they are looking for: 

 

I generally employ based on attitude … One of the main things that I say to 

people when I interview them is that I can teach you the skills [but] I need you 

to bring the right attitude and a passion and a desire to want to learn, because I 

can’t teach you that. (Executive Chef) 

 

I honestly could not care, as long as you’ve got a good attitude and you want to 

learn. I will give any young person a chance if they’ve got the right attitude, and 

you generally know as soon as someone walks through the door. (Executive 

Chef) 

 

If someone has got the basics … they're enthusiastic, they're passionate, they're 

driven, they want it, then everything else should hopefully fall into place. And 

you give them the tools to grow and develop. (Employer) 

Attracting New Talent through Better Branding 

Perceptions of antisocial working time arrangements, cultures and practices have all 

helped shaped ideas about what it means to pursue a career as a professional chef. 

There was a strong feeling by some that this image has to change and perceptions 

need to be challenged: 

 

We've got an image problem. We've got a serious image problem. You know, we 

are not getting people in … They all get told there's this perception that 

hospitality, or being a chef, is not a good career choice. Don't be a chef because 

you're gonna get the shit kicked out of you every day, you're not gonna earn 

much money, you're gonna work long hours, you're never gonna see people. So 

                                                   
4 Phrase ‘we recruit attitude’ taken from Callahan and Thompson (2003). 
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they're already going in with all these negative perceptions, which is what we 

need to change. We need to show it's an exciting, vibrant opportunity that will 

allow people to fulfil their dreams. (Training Provider) 

 

A frequent argument is that ‘there are negatives with every job’ (Industry 

Representative); rather than focusing on these negative aspects, an industry-wide 

‘high profile’ campaign needs to be launched to highlight the positive aspects of being 

a professional chef. Yet, focusing only on the positive aspects of the job may well 

serve to attract more new talent but when the reality of the working environment does 

not match the re-branded image then the problem of attracting new talent merely shifts 

to one of retaining new talent.  

Attraction New Talent through Creating ‘Mutual Benefits’ 

Focusing solely on supply-side talent pool issues does not address the reality of the 

demand side environment, nor consider how attractive this environment is to potential 

entrants: 

 

Days of people doing 70 hours, 80 hours, are in the dark ages. They're still there 

but they're certainly in the dark ages. With the youth of today coming through, 

X, Y generation, whatever you want to call it, they don't want to work 65 hours a 

week, they don't want to do it. (Employer) 

 

Just as businesses need to keep track of and adjust to changes in customer 

preferences and tastes, they also need to understand the changing work preferences 

and orientations of the next generations of workers. These workers have been 

caricatured as Generation Y (‘Generation Me’) and Generation Z (‘iGeneration’), but 

the reality is that younger workers have different expectations about work and career.  

 

It's always been accepted, that’s just the way the industry is, that’s just the way 

we've done it … Fine, but that doesn’t cut ice, that’s the problem … we have a 

culture and an attitude that doesn’t sit well with today’s millennial generation. 

(Training Provider) 
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With that burn-out syndrome … there needs to be some sort of change, because 

you shouldn’t go to work and then come back and then not be able to function, 

obviously. That’s like living to work instead of working to live if you know what 

I mean … All the older chefs are more brought up in a time where it was kind of 

just work, work, work, without stopping, but now people are a little bit more 

fragile with doing things like that, so it won’t last. (College Student) 

 

Attracting more young people requires understanding what they expect from work and 

a more radical re-think of the working environment to try to create something that 

becomes ‘mutually beneficial’ i.e., meets the needs of businesses and young people 

(Baum, 2019). 
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Changing Skills Demands  

Industry inaction in the face of the enduring chef skill shortage problem was a source 

of frustration. Some felt that there is not necessarily a chef shortage problem but there 

are too many restaurants. The chef skills shortage is most obvious in the middle range 

of the kitchen hierarchy and in more rural business establishments. The skill sets, 

discretion and creativity that chefs are able to use at work vary markedly, shaped by 

the particular business model that an increasingly diverse group of workplaces adopt. 

Some business models result in deskilling and standardisation and a clear push 

towards more production, or ‘ping’, chefs. Technological advancements can ‘make 

things easier’ but traditional skills still need to be developed. 

Views on the Chef Skills Shortage 

Skills shortages are prevalent in ‘middle range’ roles, most notably at chef de partie 

level. There tends to be a more stable, longer-term, chef workforce at the ‘top’. Mid-

range chef shortages create problems for businesses, which can lead to poor hiring 

decisions and wage inflation: 

 

I have a very strong senior team and I have a very strong junior [team]. I don’t 

have anything in the middle … It’s very simple to go and get a chef’s job which 

you’re maybe not qualified for because everyone’s so desperate they give you 

the job, and that’s where it all goes wrong - bad recruitment. (Executive Chef) 

 

Chef de partie level is the more sought-after … if somebody’s really struggling 

and they’re in a successful business then they may well inflate the wages. 

(Employer). 

 

Some rural businesses struggle to fill a range of chef roles: 

 

I spoke to one business up in the Highlands who were absolutely tearing their 

hair out because they couldn’t find anybody. (Industry representative) 
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Recruitment agencies help ensure some of the chef shortages are managed, but 

businesses pay a premium. As one employer pointed out, ‘if you’ve got the talent 

you're gonna charge more’.  

 

There was a sense of frustration at the absence of any urgency to address the chef 

skills shortage problem. One training provider suggested that the ‘lack of quality chefs 

coming in’ has always impacted on some sections of the industry but what is different 

now is that it is affecting high-end kitchens: 

 

What is different now is it's affecting those at the top of the food chain, those 

Michelin star guys, those guys with all the awards, the high profile, the celebrity 

chefs with their record, they can't get the staff. (Training Provider) 

Too Many Restaurants? 

Some stakeholders suggested that the main problem might actually be that there are 

too many restaurants rather than too few chefs: 

 

Too many restaurants, not enough trained chefs to deal with it. (Employer) 

 

Everyone’s saying there’s not enough chefs … but is there really not enough 

chefs or are there now just too many restaurants? (Executive Chef) 

 

Certainly, CGA and AlixPartners highlight in their May 2019 Market Growth Monitor 

report that whilst the number of restaurants in the UK increased dramatically from 

2013, the ‘boom’ is now over. 5  Blackburn (2019) report too that the number of 

restaurant failures in Scotland increased by 83.6 per cent between 2017 and 2018. 

It’s all about the ‘Bottom Line’ 

Senior chefs are subject to increased scrutiny and tighter budgets, with much greater 

emphasis placed on working with general and other functional managers to monitor 

                                                   
5 See https://www.cga.co.uk/2019/05/21/restaurant-closures-accelerating-as-high-street-pressures-
mount/ 
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the ‘bottom line’ (in larger organisations). The ‘bottom line’ typically linked to staffing 

numbers and training resources: 

 

In the late ‘80s, early ’90s, when food started to get big, it started to be, not run 

by hospitality people, not by people who put the customer first, but by people 

who looked at the bottom line, ‘what’s your figure on the bottom line?’. And it 

was about screwing your payroll tight. You know, it's all driven by figures and 

money. (Industry Representative) 

 

We’re now run by accountants … As long as your turnover’s good, you’re 

increasing your business, whether it’s between eight to 15 per cent a year … it 

helps you keep the level of staff that you need … Big companies nowadays are 

cutting back because they’re wanting a bottom line … They want to see the 

bottom line profit before they see training. (Executive Chef) 

Changing Skill Demand and Use 

Focusing on the bottom line has led to changes in the organisation of work, such as 

buying in more pre-prepared food from external suppliers. However, this shift reduces 

the skill level required of chefs: 

 

When you had these big armies of people, everything came on the hoof, 

everything got put in the meat fridge, hung up. You needed pork, you go and get 

the pork out, someone butchered it, cut it up. The fish came in whole, filleted 

them there and then. Whereas now, you can buy them in filleted already, to the 

point you get your tatties prepped, your carrots prepped, this prepped, that 

prepped, everything prepped. You can even buy in chopped herbs. So, on one 

hand, it's the money men, on the other hand, there's deskilling completely, 

because the money men are looking at the bottom line. Margins are really tight, 

in hospitality wages. (Employer) 

 

The potential for deskilling through buying in pre-prepared food has a knock-on effect 

on attraction: 
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Why would someone want to come and work somewhere where they take the 

cooked beef out of the bag? (Executive Chef) 

 

Not all businesses have adopted this model, and there are some businesses bucking 

the trend to revert to models that need chefs with ‘traditional’ technical skills:  

 

We’ve gone away from all of that, we make everything here from scratch pretty 

much. (Executive Chef) 

 

Advances in technology have the potential to ‘make things easier’ in the kitchen. 

Embracing and learning to harness technology at work was seen as an important part 

of a chef’s skills cutlery, but whilst still ensuring basic skills continue to be developed: 

 

There are certain technologies we’re gonna have to embrace … water baths, and 

the espuma guns, and molecular gastronomy … [but] there's a shift to learn the 

basic skills, and have the basic skills. (Training Provider) 

 

Technological advance is a good thing, but I think young guys need to also learn 

old ways in case things go wrong. Because technology isn't always gonna save 

us at the end of the day. (Employer) 

 

However, advances in technology have clearly contributed to deskilling, or at least to 

fostering a move away from using many traditional skills: 

 

I actually wouldn’t know where to start on de-boning a chicken. But do you really 

need to know the skills to de-bone a chicken in this day and age?, probably not. 

Everything is processed and pre-packaged so ultimately no. Would it be 

interesting to learn? Yeah [but] these kinds of skills are dead [and] that’s only 

because we live in the 21st Century where automated machines do the majority 

of the stuff for us, and it’s only going to get more automated. I mean right now 

there’s machines that basically create an omelette for you. I mean it’s not 

necessarily what you’d want in a kitchen but automated kitchens are on the way 

and I do see the world of chefs diminishing further ... But then again it will always 
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have that uniqueness of if you do create a unique dish then you are one of the 

skilled chefs in the world. (Commis Chef) 

 

Some businesses, on the other hand, are trying to resist the trend towards deskilling 

by ensuring their apprentices continue to be taught traditional chef skills: 

 

When we’re doing the SVQ stuff, they get a whole chicken, and I’ll say, ‘right 

okay, there’s a whole chicken, what quality points are you looking for in it? how 

are you going to break it down? what don’t you want to see in the chicken?’ … 

And once you can break down one bird, you can do any of them. Once you can 

take off one hind quarter of an animal, it’s all the same, they’re either bigger or 

smaller, but it’s all the same … I think the whole deskilling thing is not the way 

to go, because what happens if you deskill this generation? What happens to 

the next generation? (Executive Chef)  

 

Nevertheless, other businesses, particularly large chain restaurants, are moving 

towards a production chef model: 

 

And we’ve also got businesses now that are moving far more into what I would 

refer to as sort of production chefs, or ‘ping chefs’ as some people would call 

them, where actually they don’t really need a huge amount of skill … What they 

have done is made a very clear decision to start deskilling some of their kitchen 

operations. (Industry Representative) 

 

Some of the drivers that have led to more production chefs include the desire to reduce 

costs, ensure consistency and address the shortage of skilled chefs but ‘they don't 

have the ability to have their flair … they can't deviate from the menu’ (Employer).  
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Working Conditions 

Pay, working time and the kitchen environment and culture influence perceptions 

about the attractiveness of the profession, as well as chef retention. Long hours and 

the kitchen culture are not always conducive to casting the talent net as widely as 

possible, and getting more people ‘hooked’.  

Pay 

Some chefs are earning a lot of money, especially those working in ‘high end’ kitchens: 

 

The salary that I earn now, I didn’t understand that I would earn this kind of 

salary when I was younger, but it’s a big salary. I don’t want to sound like a dick 

but people can earn a super living out of it. There’s obviously, in smaller 

restaurants there’s a bit of a ceiling, but the top chef jobs are six figure salary 

jobs. (Executive Chef) 

 

There is no glass ceiling you know. The chef at [a high end kitchen] will be on a 

six-figure salary, as an executive chef, I would very much imagine. So the 

salary’s out there, not to mention the incentive that comes with that. (Executive 

Chef) 

 

Chefs located further down the kitchen hierarchy earn considerably less. However, 

many chefs, regardless of where they fit in the pecking order, often have access to a 

broad range of company benefits. It was suggested too that the industry does not 

make more of highlighting some of these benefits or ‘perks’: 

 

There are a lot of perks in the industry that we don’t talk about. You know you 

can eat [for free] the majority of the time if you work in a hotel or a restaurant or 

a bar. You can get discounted rates for your friends and family. If you’re working 

with a chain hotel, the opportunity to travel the world is immense. (Training 

Provider) 
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Fuelled by working long hours on a fixed salary, however, chefs can succumb to the 

allure of agency work. Agency workers are paid by the hour and therefore some chefs 

choose to jump ship: 

 

They're fed up getting a salary and doing 70 hours, and getting paid £8 an hour. 

So you do temporary stuff, you get your hourly rate, you do 60 hours, you get 

paid for 60 [hours]. (Employer) 

Working Time 

A long working hours culture still exists in many kitchens. Some chefs are working 

excessive hours: 

 

I’m here seven days a week, 16 hours a day … the hours are horrific. (Executive 

Chef).  

 

The industry needs to move away from this culture to compete with other industries, 

and to meet the changing expectations of young entrants: 

 

I've had conversations with a couple of well-known chefs who say, ‘why won't 

your students come and work in my kitchen?’ ‘Well, because they don't want to 

work 14 hours a day for minimum wage’. ‘Why not, we did’. ‘Yeah, we did … a 

hundred years ago’ … We haven’t learned, we haven’t changed … Other areas, 

other fields, other industries, have adapted … And those that are prepared to 

adapt and change their culture and change the way they do things will survive 

… We can't say we've always done it that way, so you will always work 14 hours. 

Because they won't do it, they're not doing it. (Training Provider) 

 

This culture is perpetuated by an assumption that being a professional chef equates 

to putting in long hours: 

 

There’s an ego and a machoism about it that, ‘yeah, I can work a 70, 80, 90, 100 

hour week. I don’t need rest’ … And we’re killing ourselves. We are doing this 

to ourselves. We are putting ourselves in this situation. The last place I worked 
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in I remember going to the general manager about trying to get more staff and 

trying to cut the hours back and she said, ‘but you’re chefs’. That is what people 

just perceive it as now – we’ve put ourselves in this situation and that’s why 

we’re in a bad place now. (Executive Chef) 

 

Ingrained perceptions that the only way the very ‘best’ chefs rise to the top is by 

working excessive hours ─ where, as one executive chef highlighted, ‘you’d do 100 

hours’ per week learning under a mentor at the top of their game ─ does little to 

address the situation. Long working hours are a particular hindrance to women (Harris 

and Giuffre, 2010, 2015). Some female chefs make the choice to delay or do not have 

children as a result (Meloury and Signal, 2014). Other women returning to the 

profession after having children often work in positions below their skill level to get 

working time flexibility that suits their childcare arrangements: 

 

We see a lot of females working in the industry who … have gone off and had 

families and are now coming back into work … working at levels far lower than 

what their skills and their experience and their qualifications say they should 

be. But it’s only at those levels that they get the same flexibility that they require 

to deal with childcare and everything else, and that’s ridiculous. You know, if 

you can offer it at one level, you should be able to offer it at every level of the 

organisation. (Industry Representative) 

 

Although unpaid overtime was the ‘norm’ in the industry, more businesses ensure all 

overtime is paid:  

 

We pay overtime here. So the hours that the guys do they get paid or we give it 

back to them in time and it’s based on a month. (Executive Chef) 

 

Viewed by many as ‘a real killer for any sort of family life or social life’ (Industry 

Representative), there is a discernible move away from split shifts in some, though not 

all, businesses: 
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In the two hotels that I’ve worked in, it’s gone, it’s not tolerated … However, it is 

still in existence because we still do hear stories that … people expect you to 

do 14-hour days, split shifts. (Employer) 

 

In one kitchen, split shifts and other negative aspects of working time arrangements 

are being addressed through ‘good’ human resource management (HRM) practices 

i.e., straight shifts, paid overtime, proper breaks, and planned days off without 

disruption: 

 

This is the modern world, people don’t want split shifts nowadays … There’s no 

split shifts, [its] straight shifts. You get paid what you work … You get your 

break, you get your days off properly, all these things, and I don’t disturb them 

on their days off. (Executive Chef) 

 

Getting proper breaks is important because many chefs work long days, in highly 

pressurised environments, but some kitchens are still not giving staff breaks and 

therefore not meeting their legal obligations: 

 

It gets a bit too much. I mean there are things in the kitchen where it does get a 

bit hectic. There are orders flying in and there’s no break really. You’re just on 

your feet all day … Other kitchens might have enough staff to be like, ‘oh, you 

can go and take a break’ whereas other kitchens, like the one I work in, it’s quite 

small. (College Student) 

 

Other poor management practices are also making it difficult for chefs to plan their 

lives outside work:  

 

The employers can't plan. They could make the rota easier but it's very last 

minute sometimes, and you can't plan anything around that. (Commis Chef). 

Kitchen Environment and Culture 

Working in professional kitchens is physically demanding, and the environment is often 

highly pressurised: 
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There’s the physical aspect of lifting heavy pots of soups and stews and things, 

dealing with gas ovens … [It is] physical work in a stressful environment. 

(Industry Representative) 

 

You are constantly getting shouted at. You’re constantly getting berated to bring 

stuff up to the pass, this, that and the next thing and you do have to be 

constantly on your toes and running around … it is very, very fast paced. 

(Commis Chef) 

 

‘There is a perception that giving and receiving abuse is part of the socialisation 

process of the kitchen and creates “hardiness” which is needed to function effectively 

in the high stress environment of the kitchen’ (Alexander et al., 2012: 1246). Remnants 

of this type of kitchen culture certainly surfaced in the stakeholder interviews, but 

perceived as unhelpful, and not reflective of the situation in all kitchens: 

 

It’s not effective to scream and shout all day, every day. It’s the cliché, it doesn’t 

help work. You’ve got to be happy at work. Every now and again, yeah, we might 

need to have words, it’s a busy service … [but] it should be said and it’s 

forgotten … You can’t bully or scream and shout all day … We generally have a 

good culture here … All the chefs will greet each other in the morning, they say 

goodbye at night, they shake hands. I mean, it’s a strange thing because people 

talk about, ‘oh, there’s a bad culture in kitchens’ but people don’t walk into an 

office and shake everyone’s hand and say good morning. (Executive Chef) 

 

Nevertheless, this cultural shift is not yet widespread and the ‘macho kitchen culture’ 

(Industry Representative) means that women often have ‘to prove they can ‘‘hold their 

own’’ in the kitchen and adapt to the masculine work environment’ (Harris and Giuffre, 

2010: 44). Some perceptions of women in the industry certainly seemed to be about 

evaluations of how ‘tough’ or ‘macho’ they were:  

 

I’ve had two sous chefs who were women, they were as tough as the boys. 

(Executive Chef) 
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I've worked for some really top female chefs … There's female chefs who are 

macho. I've seen it, female macho. (Employer) 

 

The kitchen culture, long working hours, workload pressures and indeed pay are linked 

to poor mental health and wellbeing (Murray-Gibbons and Gibbons, 2007), and chefs 

have the highest levels of stress and burnout in the industry (Ariza-Montes et al., 

2018). There is an increased awareness of the negative impact of more brutalised 

kitchen cultures on mental health, and wellbeing more generally: 

 

It's not character building. The evidence that’s starting to form about the mental 

illnesses that chefs suffer from, depression, stress, and all that. It is a very 

stressful industry. But it's facing up to these demons and understanding that 

it's not acceptable behaviour in modern times. (Training Provider) 

 

We’re now talking about mental health and wellbeing in a way that we didn’t 

before. (Industry Representative) 
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Retaining Chefs 

New chefs are not always prepared for the reality of work. There was a view that young 

people are not as ‘resilient’ as they were in the past, and more likely to move on when 

the going gets tough. There was also some concern that chefs with very little 

experience are jumping into agency work before they have mastered their craft. Some 

businesses are working harder to retain staff because the chef skills shortage means 

that it is easier for chefs to find another job.  

Expectations versus Reality 

For some new chefs, the reality of the job can be much tougher than anticipated. It 

was suggested that some people are just not suited to the profession, and do not 

realise this until they start: 

 

People think they’re stronger than they are and they don’t realise until they do 

it. It’s alright talking about it. It’s actually doing it, you know. It’s when they go 

and do it and they realise, oh this is not for me, you know. (Executive Chef) 

 

Too many people come in like a rabbit in the headlights. And they just crumble, 

they can't handle it. (Employer) 

 

TV programmes and the cult of the celebrity chef often fuel unrealistic expectations. A 

recurring sentiment too was that young chefs are not as ‘resilient’ as they were in the 

past:  

 

Young guys coming in today, they think cheffing is sexy. They come in, they get 

to 40, 45 hours, they can't handle working over that. They start going off sick, 

their production starts going down, and blah, blah. People just aren’t bred for 

being chefs anymore. (Employer) 

Causes of Chef Turnover 

Working conditions are one of the main causes of turnover: 
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I did six months there because it was not a nice place to work. It was a very 

aggressive kitchen. I mean, we were starting six, seven in the morning till two in 

the morning – huge amount of hours. I’ve always been used to working long 

hours but it was really ridiculous there. I was working in sort of the meat section 

for the first couple of months. I ate raw meat because I was so hungry. I didn’t 

have a chance to have a break. (Executive Chef) 

 

The shortage of chefs means that chefs can talk with their feet if the working 

environment is not good: 

 

If the culture is not right, from within the kitchen or within the brigade, then you 

will see the turnover happening. And there are some old school chefs, perhaps 

there may be some new school chefs, that think the louder you shout then that 

actually means that people are working for you. But whenever you can walk out 

of a job and go somewhere else tomorrow that’s a better environment, then why 

would you stay? (Employer) 

 

Turnover can also be caused by poor hiring decisions made in desperation to fill jobs. 

The consequence is a revolving door as chefs come and go quickly because they 

cannot deliver, to the detriment of the business:  

 

You get an operator in the West End of Glasgow. He's got a wee pub, he does 

fresh food, he can't get chefs. Some young guy comes in, 21 year old, doesn’t 

know much, doesn’t manage. Suddenly he's put on his CV he's a head chef, and 

then he's losing the guy money, he doesn’t know how to order, he's cowboying 

his food, the guy starts getting complaints. The guy sacks him, oh no, what am 

I gonna do? Here’s another young guy, so it's a vicious circle. Chucking money 

at it is not solving the problems.  

 

Turnover seems to be more of an issue in junior roles, and there was a feeling that 

younger chefs are more likely to leave when things get difficult: 
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In the sort of younger, less experienced brigade … I don’t see the same mentality 

… I just see them going, ‘oh I can’t do this or I’m just going to leave’. (Executive 

Chef) 

 

At the same time, there is a good deal of ‘positive turnover’. For example, chefs seem 

to be tied more to their profession than any particular business operation, and there is 

a shared expectation that they should move on, if necessary, to progress their career: 

 

I went to the chef and said, ‘look chef, you know I’ve got this opportunity, what 

do you think’?. He said, ‘go, you know it’s an amazing place ... I think as long as 

it’s better experience we’re quite happy, ‘yes, go on and grow and learn more’. 

(Executive Chef) 

 

Informal recruitment channels exist through the chef network, because ‘the chef 

fraternity is small’ (Industry Representative), and chefs that have developed a good 

reputation are often headhunted. There is a view too that the streets of London are 

paved with gold, and chefs who want to rise to the top of the profession need to ‘go to 

London and get … in with the big boys’ (Executive Chef).  

Agency Work 

Poor working conditions, a desire for flexibility in working terms and fact that ‘agency 

chefs get paid at a higher rate’ (Training provider) means that some chefs choose to 

move into agency work. Although the profiling data shows that most chefs are 

employed on permanent contracts, agency working is reportedly becoming ‘more 

prevalent’: 

 

Agency chefs is an issue … it’s more financially beneficial for them, it’s more 

beneficial from a flexibility and a work-life balance perspective … and this is 

becoming more and more prevalent … it’s all symbiotic in some respects … 

[and] takes good chefs out of the employment pool. (Industry Representative) 

 

Variation in the quality of agency chefs was of concern, as was the view that chefs 

with very little experience are jumping into agency work before they have mastered 
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their craft. As a result, perceptions of agencies and agency work tend to be negative. 

However, that more chefs are choosing agency work suggests that pay and conditions 

for employed staff are not competitive, and may also reflect generational shifts in 

working preferences and orientations (Baum, 2019). 

 

The use of agency staff can cause problems because it disrupts existing teams, and 

often means that in-house chefs are working alongside agency chefs that are being 

paid at a higher rate. The use of agency staff is viewed as short-sighted, and not cost 

effective: 

 

An agency chef … comes in and doesn’t cook that steak right, and you give £30 

back because the food’s not right, you actually end up in a false economy. And 

perhaps we’re not strong enough to look at it from that perspective. You know, 

I’d rather keep a stable brigade that we can promote from within, that understand 

the culture that exists. (Employer) 

 

For many businesses, though, agency staff ‘bolster’ existing staff numbers to deal with 

stochastic demand, taking pressure of the existing team: 

 

I think agency chefs are good … because there are certain places that only need 

cover for a few months … instead of having to get the already existing chefs to 

do more work, which they probably won’t be happy about. (Chef de Partie). 

 

Agency staff was also viewed as a ‘necessary evil’ when there is high turnover or 

sickness: 

 

They use agency staff when they're in the shit, when they haven’t got any staff, 

they come in to bail them out. (Training Provider) 

Retaining Talent 

Although there is a recognition that positive turnover is good for chefs and the 

profession, retaining talented chefs is still important for businesses. Some businesses 
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are taking steps to address the conditions that seem to be contributing to turnover ─ 

which include addressing poor kitchen leadership and management: 

 

The head chef, I had to move him on because the turnover was in excess of 

160% …  So you were then turning over the same position maybe three times in 

a year but yet the head chef was static, and you wonder where the problem was. 

So we have reduced that dramatically, I would add. In percentage terms, we have 

come on leaps and bounds. (Employer) 

 

Businesses have to work especially hard to keep their chefs because poaching has 

become more prevalent: 

 

There are some businesses who are doing a very good job of keeping their 

chefs, because they pay them well, they treat them well, and you’ve got to work 

hard to keep your chefs. Because what appears to be happening is there’s quite 

a lot of poaching going on because there’s such a shortage. (Industry 

Representative) 

 

Some businesses are trying harder to develop and grow their own, ensuring chefs 

working in lower range job roles have better internal progression opportunities: 

 

As a chef if somebody worked for me, I’d say, ‘I’d like you to stay with me 18 

months, two years’. After that two years, we’ll sit down and talk and see what 

you want to do. Now if they’re at the level where they want to go up through the 

grades and say ‘okay, I’d like to be a sous chef, I’m senior chef de partie level 

now, I’d like to be a sous chef’. ‘Okay, let’s start looking at how you can change 

your role and take on part of the responsibility of being a sous chef’. So they 

might then get a heavier involvement in say the due diligence or costing, or they 

might be training an apprentice. They get moved more into that, which for me 

keeps the retention, because they think I’m going to learn something here, you 

know? (Executive Chef) 
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We’re okay and it’s only getting better with the people we have in place now, 

and we’re putting in structures and training … because somewhere like here, we 

need to keep those chefs for a bit longer because we have so much to offer. 

(Executive Chef) 
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Training and Development 

‘For chefs, education in the workplace is central to the formation process … [because] 

theoretical based curricula do not give the necessary skills’ (Alexander et al., 2012: 

1246). Yet apprenticeships numbers are falling. Colleges have shifted from delivering 

off-the-job day release training for apprentices to full-time courses for full-time 

students. The college talent pipeline does not translate into students moving into the 

industry. Some students choose other career paths, and some leave the industry 

because they are not always ready for the reality of working in a professional kitchen. 

Not all college students are ‘oven ready’, and businesses are not always investing the 

time and effort needed into training and supporting college graduates to make the 

transition from full-time education to full-time work. Some businesses are investing 

more in developing their existing workforce but there is a need for more leadership 

and management training.  

Apprenticeships  

The ‘traditional’ training route for chefs was via an apprenticeship. Most experienced 

chefs served some form of apprenticeship training. Trainee chefs typically served their 

apprenticeship as an employee in a business, learning on-the-job under the 

supervision of a mentor, and attended college on a day release basis. Apprentices 

worked towards City & Guilds qualifications during their training: 

 

I was what was called an indentured apprentice myself. I came through industry 

and spent a day in college and that’s where all the underpinning knowledge was 

done, and … that was to gain my City & Guilds 706/1 and 706/2. (Training 

Provider) 

 

City and Guilds 1 and 2 were widely understood and valued within industry, and viewed 

as a ‘thorough grounding’ for all chefs, irrespective of their end destination:  

 

If I go back to 1990, pretty much every chef that ever worked in the industry went 

through a City & Guilds 1 and 2, and that was just the standard. And everybody 
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understood it, everybody got it, everybody appreciated the value of what that 

brought. Whether chefs then decided to go on and specialise in the industry, 

whether they wanted to stay in fine dining or whether they wanted to go and do 

more café style restaurants was entirely their prerogative, but they all pretty 

much had the same basic grounding. And it was a thorough grounding. 

(Industry Representative) 

 

Apprentices now typically undertake the SVQ Level 2 and Level 3 in Professional 

Cookery qualifications during their apprenticeship, which the SQA design in 

partnership with People 1st. There was a view that some older chefs are still stuck in 

the City & Guilds qualification mentality and not everyone is aware that SVQs 

qualifications undertaken within Modern Apprenticeship frameworks operate in much 

the same way:   

 

The older industry keep talking about 706/1 and 706/2, which is an historic, pre-

historic qualification. City & Guilds is still around but not in the same guise as 

706/1s and 706/2s. Now a lot of older chefs think if you haven’t got that 

qualification then you’re just not worth talking about … Modern Apprenticeships 

… is everybody aware that these things are in existence? That we can take 

people at 16 and we can give them an SVQ within industry? We can send people 

on a two-day release to a college. (Industry Representative) 

 

There was a good deal of evidence that many chefs see the value in and are 

committed to developing the next generation of chefs: 

 

I know loads of chefs who are so committed to training their staff, to breeding 

the next generation, and to passing down the skills and knowledge that they 

have, and there’s some really good examples of that. So there is very, very good 

practice going on. (Industry Representative) 

 

Nevertheless, pressures of work mean that there is not always space for on-the-job 

training: 
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Sometimes you’ve got so much going on, you’ve just not got any time to show 

them anything. (Employer) 

 

The quality of training and mentoring arrangements in the workplace is generally 

uneven. In some businesses existing chefs do not have the staff, skills or time to train 

apprentices:  

 

It’s a bit of a vicious circle because they haven’t got the chefs, and the skillset, 

and maybe the time to teach them. (Executive Chef) 

 

The diversification within the industry means that some businesses are not able to 

provide the full range of experiences for apprentices to enable them to develop the 

basic skills. This decline in apprentice numbers was partly attributed to business 

models that some companies have adopted, whereby there is a lower skill base 

requirement. Chefs working in these environments struggle to demonstrate they are 

competent across the full range of skill areas (for instance, for the SVQ Level 2 and 

Level 3 in Professional Cookery):  

 

In some quarters of the industry they don’t necessarily see the value of the 

apprenticeship. Not necessarily because the content of the programme is not fit 

for purpose but actually because the type of operation … Part of the 

apprenticeship is that you’ve got to be able to demonstrate your ability to fillet, 

prepare and serve a piece of fish. But actually, your only contact with a piece of 

fish is taking it out a freezer, putting it into a microwave or putting it into a fryer 

and serving it on a plate. (Industry Representative) 

 

Plans to develop a ‘second tier’ of apprenticeships for these workers are in progress. 

Their development seems to stem from a belief that the occupational standards for 

production chefs are now so distinct from ‘classical’ chefs that they warrant distinct 

apprenticeship frameworks. There are, however, broader considerations around 

career/skill/qualification routes/pathways for these chefs ─ and there is the related 

question of whether this choice of business model has been partially driven by the chef 

skills shortage in the first instance.  
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Other business models necessitate ensuring that apprentices develop the full range 

of basic and traditional skills to meet operational demands. A small number of 

businesses have established, or are in the process of setting up, centres of 

‘excellence’/‘academies’ to better support apprentices and other trainees. It was 

evident too that businesses operate a range of apprenticeships and apprenticeship-

style training programmes. One three-year apprenticeship programme, for example, 

has been developed specifically for ‘high end’ hotels: 

 

We have several different sorts of apprentices here. One of the best ones I think 

we have … was formed with a few of the five star deluxe hotels in Scotland … 

They do three years. They do six months’ housekeeping, six months’ front 

office, six months’ food and beverage, front of house, six months’ kitchen. Then 

they choose where they want to spend a year, and then they go from there. 

(Executive Chef) 

 

Smaller operations are more reluctant to take on apprentices because of the time and 

‘red tape’ involved, and those that do take on apprentices can experience problems 

with organising or training assessors/verifiers. The costs associated with the SVQs in 

professional cookery are relatively high, and SDS’s funding allocation to training 

providers has reportedly decreased ─ which has contributed to the overall decline in 

apprentices: 

 

We’ve actually seen quite a significant decline in the volume of contribution 

funding that’s being made available by SDS to training providers to actually then 

go and support the delivery of the Professional Cookery. And Professional 

Cookery does require more assessment, more verification, because of the 

practical elements that are involved in it. And that is also driving the decline. 

(Industry Representative) 

 

Many stakeholders were concerned about the decline of apprenticeships as the main 

route into the profession. Colleges seem to have been picking up the ‘slack’ through 

programme-led courses. 
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College Courses 

The decline in apprentice numbers has required colleges to change their provision 

from day release to full-time courses: 

 

We used to have lots of day release students from the industry. We don’t have 

that anymore. So full-time catering education is our main source of students. 

(Training Provider) 

 

Students can undertake a range of full-time professional cookery and related courses 

at college, at National Certificate (HC), Higher National Certificate (HNC), and Higher 

National Diploma (HND) levels. Colleges tend to have well equipped kitchens, training 

restaurants and aim to teach students a broad range of basic and advanced skills. 

Whilst colleges give students a ‘good grounding’, the relevance of what and how 

students are taught was called in to question by some: 

 

I’m not saying that two years doesn’t give a good grounding, it does, but the 

problem is you can go through college now and a lot of what they teach is totally 

irrelevant to real life. Secondly, you can pass a meat module but you’ve not even 

touched a bit of steak. (Executive Chef) 

 

Some students were undertaking units … where the closest they had got … was 

looking at a photograph in a book, or the slight off-chance of seeing somebody 

demonstrate it in front of them. But actually not physically get their hands on it 

themselves. (Industry Representative) 

 

Not all students gain experience of working in a professional kitchen, nor in the sector 

more generally, and can be ill prepared for the reality of the job. Yet businesses 

increasingly rely on college students as their main talent pipeline and expect them to 

be ‘oven ready’: 

 

You don't see many people taking on apprentices. People are taking free labour 

from colleges. They'll bring in a commis chef from the college, they won't cut 
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the mustard in the first couple of weeks and they'll say ‘aye they're rubbish’. But 

you need to train them, you need to show them. (Employer) 

 

If I sat down with every employer who says they’ve got a chef issue today and 

said, ‘okay well let’s have a very honest and pragmatic conversation around 

where you think the talent pool is’. I guarantee you within about two sentences 

the word college will spring up … the simple reality is if they are that desperate 

for chefs, then that’s where they should be going. You know, some skills are 

better than no skills. (Industry Representative) 

 

Some college students are more ‘oven ready’ than others, most notably those working 

in kitchen alongside their studies: 

 

I’m a line cook, so I’m still sort of new. It’s just usually like prep work and just 

helping the chef with orders. They’ve got a kitchen porter there but if I’ve got 

nothing to do I’ll just go and help him because it makes my day go a bit faster 

and it looks good as well, two birds with one stone. (College Student) 

 

There was a clear feeling that work placements should form an integral part of college 

courses to better prepare students for the job. Unlike apprentices, however, not all 

college students chose their course because they want to be a chef. Some students 

were clearly considering alternative options, and swithering about a longer-term career 

as a chef: 

 

I’d like to be head chef maybe … or maybe get into health and safety. I heard 

there’s a lot of good money in that area. (College Student) 

 

I want to be an HE teacher one day. I want to work in industry first and if I don’t 

like it I can just do teaching in it instead … I kind of want to do all of the [course] 

levels to see where it takes me and then I might work in the industry or I might 

just move into baking so I get quite a lot of qualifications, and then I can figure 

out where I want to go from there. (College Student) 
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College student numbers cannot therefore be reasonably used as a proxy estimate for 

the number of students in the chef talent pipeline. College students do not always 

move into the profession after their course(s), and others leave the profession when 

the reality of what the job entails hits. Whether the blame for this leakage lies with the 

colleges or not is open for debate, although a small number of stakeholders felt that 

more could be done to stem the flow:  

 

There doesn’t appear to be a shortage of people going to college to train … [it] 

doesn’t add up, because the people are training but then they’re not actually 

going into the industry, or they go into it and then they realise, oh gosh, this is 

a bit too hard work, this isn’t for me, and they scarper. So it doesn’t seem to me 

that the college system is really providing that pipeline of chefs that it should 

be, because something is happening that is making them fall off a cliff. (Industry 

Representative) 

 

Colleges certainly felt that they endure the most blame for the leak in the talent pipeline 

but some suggested that industry is generally disinclined to work with them to address 

the problem: 

 

Industry doesn’t work with education. You know, it blames education for the 

faults, it blames education for people not wanting to work in kitchens, it blames 

education for not providing suitable enough students … The figures show there 

are enough students in the college system, but there's still the skills gap. The 

problem is when they leave the college and go out into industry. (Training 

Provider) 

 

Some students are ‘poached’ by businesses. College staff reportedly try to dissuade 

these students from taking full-time jobs. Experienced chefs, on the other hand, tend 

to view the work environment as the best way to develop job-relevant skills and 

knowledge, and feel that colleges can hold people back from moving into the industry 

unnecessarily:  
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They’re motivated by funding and keeping students … We do a lot of work with 

colleges, getting them in, even if it’s just for a week’s worth … We get them here 

and then we want them to come and work for us … but then the tutors say, ‘no, 

no, you don’t want to go and work, you want to stay at college for another year’, 

and do what? … I really struggle to get my head round it with some of them. 

Because it’s just not good for us … You do a proper two years across all the 

different areas and the sections, then you’re ready to go and work. (Executive 

Chef) 

 

This tension is reflective of the competing demands that business and colleges face. 

It also seems to echo differences in the value placed on qualifications and the value 

placed on skills. Experienced chefs place more emphasis on skills than qualifications. 

Developing the Existing Chef Workforce 

Although tighter budgets and work pressures inhibit opportunities to develop chef 

talent in some businesses, other businesses are investing in training and developing 

their existing workforce: 

 

We have put guys through coaching courses. We’ll also send them away for a 

day if there’s a new style of cookery. The guys can go and do sous-vide and 

stuff like that. We’ll also look at them maybe going to another kitchen to see if 

there’s a different environment or a skill that they can bring back … 

Unfortunately I don’t think that exists everywhere, because probably just some 

of the day-to-day pressures. (Employer) 

 

Furthermore, businesses that are developing their existing workforce appear to have 

invested more in recent years, and chefs have more opportunities to master a range 

of advanced techniques: 

 

The last two, three years we’ve been very, very much spending on staff training 

and development to be honest. And even if there’s a need for a chef that’s really 

focused on developing their skills in pastry or something, I’ll put him on a 

gastronomic course somewhere on sugar work, chocolate work … Well, it costs 
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like 300 quid but that’s the thing you should consider on your planning. 

(Executive Chef)  

 

There is more to be done to help chefs develop effective leadership and kitchen 

management skills. Some highly skilled chefs are reportedly promoted into head chef 

roles but do not yet have the cutlery for their new role. Promoting chefs with skills gaps 

here can have a range of negative consequences, such as creating a poor kitchen 

culture: 

 

There’s probably a fear that we over-promote a good sous chef who can cook 

exceptionally well. We promote him to head chef but perhaps he doesn’t have 

the kitchen management or the personal leadership skills that are required to 

continue to develop both that individual and the team they work with. And I think 

if the culture is not right, from within the kitchen or within the brigade, then you 

will see the turnover happening. (Employer) 

 

Helping the next generation of head chefs to develop their leadership and 

management skills is important because much of the criticisms levelled at the 

profession emanate from the kitchen culture and working environment. Part of this 

training, given the findings that emerged in this report and which are generally well 

established elsewhere, must surely include developing awareness of legislative 

obligations and implementing effective HRM practices that can effect deep-seated 

cultural change.  
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Lessons for Industry 

The industry has not really been willing to address some of the underlying issues in 

the profession, and the same problems continue to resurface repeatedly over the 

years. There appears to be a temptation to attribute problems to others, to play a 

‘blame game’, rather than pursue a coordinated, collective approach that can really 

start to tackle some of these problems. The current chef skills shortage crisis could, 

indeed, turn into a migraine without such an approach. However, there was a clear 

desire to adopt a more ‘joined-up’ strategy: 

 

It's gonna take a concerted effort from a lot of people to get round the table and 

sort this out, and come up with a clear strategy of how we do it. We need to 

change, we have to change. (Training Provider) 

 

This section of the report considers the main lessons that can be drawn the findings, 

and, where relevant, suggests potential points for action, which will require stakeholder 

collaboration. 

Lessons: Attracting New Talent 

Getting young people ‘hooked’ early and creating the circumstances which help them 

develop a ‘passion’ for cooking is key, and there is a good deal of collaborative work 

taking place. For example, organised by Springboard and judged by industry and 

celebrity chefs, several stakeholders are involved in the FutureChef competition. The 

competition for 12 to 14 year olds has been running for nearly 20 years and attracts 

over 14,000 school children from across the UK. For the first time, there was a Scottish 

winner in 2019.6 The competition is about celebrating young talent and is part of a 

wider programme that matches young people with a mentor to encourage them to 

pursue a career in the industry.  

 

                                                   
6 See FutureChef competition winner details. https://blog.caterer.com/introducing-jessica-mitchell-
from-central-scotland-winner-of-futurechef-2019/ 
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Skills competitions such as these are a ‘good way of overcoming vocational prejudice’ 

by showcasing culinary excellence, but only form part of what needs to be an 

unrelenting effort to increase the attractiveness of the profession (Chankseliani et al., 

2016: 582). That the school ‘home economics’ department is still perceived as a 

suitable destination for less ‘able’ pupils needs to be addressed. There is the potential 

here for stakeholders to work together to challenge these perceptions, through re-

labelling/re-branding, considering alternative/joint sites of delivery (e.g., in colleges, 

businesses) and whether new subjects/qualifications are needed.  

 

There is a strong and wider socially beneficial argument that young people should be 

taught how to cook, understand what ingredients food contains, food provenance and 

related ecological and ethical challenges; therefore there is scope for the industry to 

link and add value to existing youth initiatives in this area. The Young Food 

Entrepreneurs (YFE) project, for example, works with a number of secondary school 

pupils across Scotland to ‘use sustainable food as a context for learning and 

interdisciplinary development, explore their local opportunities connected to food, and 

connect with people working in our food systems’.7  

 

Highlighting positive aspects of the job and industry can certainly help too, and there 

are a range employee benefits or ‘perks’ that are sometimes hidden and could be 

showcased in campaigns. Work on gathering information from businesses on the 

range of benefits they offer will be useful, and sharing a list of ‘perks’ within the sector 

could encourage more employers to expand their own offer.  

 

However, attracting more young people into the profession requires understanding the 

changing generational expectations about work (Baum, 2019).8 Employers seem to 

be in denial that the kitchen environment, culture and prevalent working conditions do 

little to entice young people to consider the industry. Businesses need to understand 

just what these expectations are and think much more creatively about how to best 

effect change in the workplace in way that derives ‘mutual benefits’.  

                                                   
7 See https://www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/sustainable-development-education/food-and-the-
environment/young-food-entrepreneurs/ 
8 See also ‘Millennials in the Workplace’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JXRnorwaU-Y 
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Just ten per cent of chefs in Scotland are women. Attracting and retaining more women 

requires individual and collective strategies that create environments in which women 

can flourish. When an occupation becomes so male or indeed female dominated it can 

perpetuate gendered stereotypes that generate images of the ‘typical’ job incumbent. 

More generally, the talent pool needs to be as diverse as possible to help rupture 

images of the ‘typical’ chef i.e., ‘we know the character of an occupation by the 

company it keeps’ (Ashkraft, 2013: 26).   

 

For a variety of political reasons, the non-UK talent pool is shrinking. The long-term 

impact of this shrinkage requires ongoing monitoring. At the same time, there has been 

a discernible increase in older workers pursuing ‘second careers’. The industry needs 

to assess whether current funding arrangements, such as those attached to Modern 

Apprentices, are working to support the second career pipeline.  

Lessons: Changing Skills Demands 

Technological advancements and buying in more pre-prepared food reduces the need 

for ‘traditional’ technical skills, often driven by bottom-line considerations. However, it 

is important that chefs continue to learn traditional techniques, regardless of the needs 

of specific employers. For the industry to remain internationally competitive, it is 

essential that Scotland does not lose its capacity for culinary innovation, something 

which high quality training can foster. Some business models, for example, do demand 

chefs who have advanced technical skills, and there has to be scope for other 

businesses to shift to higher-skilled, higher value-added products, processes and 

markets. Our findings show that some businesses have indeed bucked the trend and 

moved from buying pre-prepared food from external suppliers to preparing as much 

as possible in-house.  

 

On the other hand, some businesses, particularly large chain restaurants, have 

embraced business models that require production chefs rather than classical chefs ─ 

driven in part by the need to reduce costs, ensure consistency and address the 

shortage of skilled chefs. Robinson and Barron (2007) argue that the widespread 

adoption of this type of business model ‘into mainstream practise can jeopardise the 

development of occupational technical skills and the realisation of creative ambitions 
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in the calling of cookery’ (p. 916). That some businesses are changing their operations 

in ways that demand production rather than classical chef skills, in part, as a response 

to the chef skills shortage may well serve to exacerbate the skills shortage problem. 

As one of the stakeholders suggested, there is the danger that it becomes ‘a bit of a 

vicious circle’.  

 

There are related issues that the industry has to face in terms of attracting new talent 

into these jobs ─ jobs that require lower-level skills use in work, in highly standardised 

kitchen environments with little scope for discretion and creativity. There are questions 

too about training routes into these jobs, such as whether training should be different 

or not, and why, and the implications for the industry and individuals working in 

production-type chef roles. People 1st estimate that in the UK around ‘61% of chefs 

are classical chefs and 39% production chefs’ (People 1st, 2017b: 5). It will be 

important to monitor and chart trends in this split for Scotland.  

Lessons: Working Conditions 

A long working hours culture still exists in many professional kitchens and is 

perpetuated by an assumption that being a professional chef equates to putting in long 

hours. Evidence of the negative impact of working long hours is well established. Long 

working hours are linked to poorer physical and mental health outcomes (Sparks et 

al., 1997; van der Hulst M, 2003) and difficulties balancing work and personal life 

(White et al., 2003). Long working hours contribute to chef stress, burnout and turnover 

(Ariza-Montes et al., 2018; Murray-Gibbons and Gibbons, 2007; Pratten and O’Leary, 

2007), and present particular difficulties for women (Harris and Giuffre, 2010, 2015). 

 

The UK’s Working Time Regulations stipulate that staff should not work more than an 

average of 48 per week, unless they voluntarily ‘opt out’.9 Many chefs regularly work 

in excess of 48 hours per week, and therefore more research needs to be undertaken 

to understand why so many chefs choose, or are ‘forced’, to ‘opt out’ and why so many 

businesses expect long hours as the ‘norm’. Given the generally negative impact of 

long working hours on chefs and businesses (Caruso, 2006), the sustainability of this 

                                                   
9 See https://www.gov.uk/maximum-weekly-working-hours 
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culture is questionable. Generational expectations have changed and younger people 

are less likely to be attracted to jobs where excessive working hours are the norm. As 

one college student stated ‘That’s like living to work instead of working to live’. The 

Working Time Regulations also require that staff get breaks, but the findings show that 

not all chefs get breaks during what are sometimes very long working days. What is 

more, not all chefs receive remuneration for overtime.  

 

Split shifts and other negative aspects of working time arrangements are being 

addressed in some businesses through the adoption of ‘good’ HRM practices i.e., 

straight shifts, paid overtime, proper breaks, and planned days off without disruption. 

More emphasis needs to be placed on showcasing what good HRM practice look likes 

in the context of the profession and industry. Good HRM should extend to effecting 

change in the kitchen culture (Bloisi and Hoel, 2007).    

 

Good HRM practice is increasingly underpinned by the principles of the ‘job 

quality’/’good work/’fair work’ agenda (CIPD, 2018; HM Government, 2018; Scottish 

Government, 2019c), which seeks to generate mutual gains for business and workers 

(e.g., Findlay et al., 2017). Making chef jobs better requires that businesses consider 

how chefs are faring in terms of some of the main ‘dimensions’ of job quality: pay, 

benefits and pensions; contract type, job security and development opportunities; 

workload, qualifications and skills, empowerment and meaningful work; relationships 

at work, psychological safety, people management; physical and mental health; 

overwork, commuting, access to flexible working; and opportunities to have a voice at 

work (CIPD, 2019). These ‘dimensions’ align to the Scottish Government’s Fair Work 

vision which encourages employers to ‘put fair work first’ (Scottish Government, 

2019c). 

 

Strategies directed at improving chef job quality will enable the industry to address 

some of the challenges around attracting, training and retaining chefs, and improve 

productivity ─ and it is an approach that the industry more generally should consider 

promoting and adopting (e.g., Stacey, 2015).  
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Lessons: Retaining Chefs 

Given that chef turnover is often a response to poor working conditions, businesses 

need to think about how they can make chefs jobs better. There are age-related 

considerations that require employers to focus on providing better quality jobs  ─ such 

as the changing expectations of young people, the changing family circumstances and 

work-life balance needs of chefs as they progress in their careers, and the need to 

keep people in work for longer. 

 

Turnover that stems from unrealistic expectations of the job and working environment 

can be, in part, attributed to changes in the training routes into the profession. 

Strategies that are aimed at retaining younger chefs need to address the expectation-

reality gap, and consider whether it is employers that are expecting too much too soon 

from them. OECD outlines a number of ways in which businesses can help young 

people get in and stay in the industry, including some useful strategies suggested by 

the Hilton’s Creating Opportunities for Youth in Hospitality10 initiative (Stacey, 2015: 

31). Again, sharing ‘good practice’ across the industry in Scotland might prove fruitful. 

Lessons: Training and Development 

The ‘blame game’ is most evident in training and development arrangements. 

Apprenticeship routes have long been regarded as the ‘gold standard’ route into the 

profession, but apprenticeship numbers continue to fall. The decline of 

apprenticeships should be of concern. The industry needs to find out why businesses 

are not taking on apprentices and how to better to support them. Paperwork, costs, 

the absence of infrastructures to support skill development/assessment/verification, 

time and operational constraints were cited as contributory causes for this decline.  

 

However, there is evidence of employer consortia working together to pool resources 

and deliver new apprenticeship variants that meet their businesses demands, such as 

the three-year apprenticeship programme that has been specifically developed for 

‘high end’ hotels. That these arrangements fall outside current ‘standard’ Modern 

Apprenticeship frameworks suggests that businesses are not necessarily getting what 

                                                   
10 http://news.hiltonworldwide.com/index.cfm/misc/youth-about 
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they need from existing provision. Once again, showcasing how employers have 

worked together to develop new apprenticeships and apprentice-type arrangements 

would benefit the industry more generally ─ as would understanding the perceived 

gaps that these arrangements sought to fill, how these arrangements work in practice, 

and the outcomes for businesses and apprentices. There are clearly important lessons 

here that other potential consortia could draw on to meet their business operation 

needs.  

 

Other businesses have withdrawn from the apprenticeship talent pipeline but want 

colleges to pick up the slack. Employers expect ‘oven-ready’ college graduates; 

instead, they get ‘half baked’ chefs and firmly place the blame on the students and/or 

colleges rather than ensuring sufficient mentoring and training arrangements are in 

place to support their transition. What is more, expecting ‘oven ready’ college 

graduates is at variance with the claim by many stakeholders in this study that chef 

recruitment should be on the basis of attitude, with technical training taking place in-

house. 

 

There is a tendency to draw a binary distinction between apprenticeship routes and 

college routes. Hybrid-type model apprenticeship arrangements should be 

considered. Colleges provide a ‘good grounding’ in basic skills and underpinning 

knowledge and businesses provide exposure to working, training and mentorship in a 

professional kitchen environment. One potential model could be undertaking the first 

full year of the apprenticeship at college and two further years with an employer. These 

types of arrangements could co-exist with current apprenticeship and apprenticeship-

style arrangements (given that some businesses have already developed 

programmes which suit their specific needs) and current college courses (given that 

not all college students intend to pursue a career as a professional chef).  

 

Plans to develop a ‘second tier’ of apprenticeships for production chefs stem from a 

belief that the occupational standards for production chefs are now so different from 

‘classical’ chefs that they warrant separate apprenticeship frameworks. A hybrid-type 

model apprenticeship would serve to ensure that these apprentices have a good 

technical skills grounding and that their career progression options are less restricted. 
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Regardless of how apprenticeships might be re-modelled in ways that work for all, 

there is a case that flexible funding arrangements are needed in order to remove 

competing funding demands and act as a catalyst for cooperation. 

 

There is also a need to ensure that chefs progressing into leadership and management 

roles are adequately prepared. Possessing high-level technical skills does not 

necessarily translate into effective leadership and management skills, yet these skills 

are critical and key to driving progressive cultural change in the kitchen and 

maintaining competitiveness. Employers in other sectors are using leadership & 

management apprenticeships for existing staff help fill this gap and overcome the 

problem of the ‘accidental manager’ i.e., ‘someone who is experienced in their role, 

has excelled and is rewarded with being promoted to a management position without 

any guidance’ (Woolnough, 2018). 
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